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Investigation 

The primary investigation into images comes from a natural tendency of planners to choose photography 

as a tool for interpreting the site. Also the study showcases how to reserve our tendency to accumulate 

multitudes of digital images without interpreting and analyzing them. The investigation fringes on the 

quality of the eye that used to observe urban phenomenon in the analog era using digital photography.  

 

Method of Investigation 

Images have been a basic tool to understand , interpret and construct an internal image of the context. 

With deduction as a premise and interpretative tools as the means the Urban Transcript workshop, Rome 

as an accidental city as the theme helps us to commence the dialogue between sight and diagramming. In 

this scenario we employ panoramic images as background and input data to understand Rome in 

perspective of looking from points of Superbia to the City of Rome. 
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We begin our conversation with the panoramic images by splicing various visual edges that are developed 

by profiles of planned interventions, terrain and vegetation that are recognizable from the cone of vision of 

the 11th floor of the Oil building at Eur, Rome. This splicing techniques resonates with the figure ground 

diagrams that planners employ to evaluate built up and open space. Though the results of the former 

process on a panoramic image differ, as the profiles of open space blur into the milieu of the built 

landscape. These profiles assume shapes and visibility as per the performance of buildings that surround it.  

The strategically chosen elevated points (Superbia) serve as middle ground for the dilemma of not being 

able to combine and relate satellite imagery with physical experience of walking on the street. The 

panoramic captured at this elevation collaborates with the on ground observations and satellite imagery to 

create a holistic image. This condensed final image allowed to isolate processes that where invisible or out 

of scale for street observation and too small to be focused on within the infinite distractions of satellite 

imagery. 

 

The third visual marks out the layers from the immediate and visible to the farthest horizon. Each Layer 

profiles the impact of planning measures on the skyline of the city and catalyzes an innate desire to 

interpret and ascertain values or properties to the visual Landscape. This leads us to our first accident as 

the panoramic we observed through this building was never planned to be viewed till this building was 

built. Every urban development alters the vision of the city and creates new accidental vistas that reveal 

certain invisible processes. 

The Mapping Process 

 

This stream of information is a selective diagramming process that sees the city with the lens of para-sites, 

inter-sites, non-sites and Internet data  flows. The map is a bifocal approach on one hand it traces the 

former phenomenon occurring at the interstitial moments in the panoramic city meanwhile it snaps on to 
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the contextual aspects that contribute to retain / sustain / decay of these phenomenon. The selective 

nature of the map exhibits the two lives of the urban dweller; the physical and the virtual space. This 

provokes a question how urban planning as a strategic solution could accelerate or decelerate different 

processes by using a vocabulary of multiplicity. This plurality can be defined by abstracting occurrences 

through new filters like para-sites, inter-sites, non-sites and internet data flows; deriving new answers for 

important and invisible accidents in the urban fabric. 

The second accident descended on us with the knowledge of how a phenomenon performs in an urban 

context. It was rather easy to observe through this diagram that a phenomenon collects its cues to exist 

and continue to thrive from a set of  opportunities or threats that the context offers. Also one incident 

could not define itself in isolation it necessitated the presence and grouping of many other parallel 

phenomenon to co-exist to perform actively or passively to the desired goal. I would not extend the 

dialogue to the goals of a phenomenon as they vary, it is the fulfillment of the goals that allows a 

phenomenon to thrive or else it would shift or move for greener pastures.  The above map identifies the 

city of Rome through Panoramas as a tool and the image below is potential to identify with interstitial 

spaces through the development plan of Rome.   

 


